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NOTICE CONCERNING FIELD MEETINGS:  
The Association now has a mobile phone for 
emergency communications concerning field 
meetings (UK only).   If you have to cancel on t
day, or are lost or late for the start of a fiel
meeting, please call the GA mobile phone (07990
806961). 
The mobile phone will only be switched on just
before and during field meetings.



FROM THE PRESIDENT

Sadly the Association has recently lost
two good friends of long standing  Jake
Hancock and Austin Lockwood.   Jake, a former
President was involved for several decades in
the activities and management of the
Association.  Austin also helped our administra-
tion with special interest in field activities and
local Rockwatch.  He was, I believe, the founder
of the thriving RavensbourneGeological Society
Group and led many of its meetings.

The Association is well served by its offi-
cers, paid and honorary,  none more so than
David Bone who retires as Field Meetings
Secretary this year.  He has seen the
Association through a very difficult time for field
work with diverse and complex legislation to be
dealt with  particularly the package tour reg-
ulations and health and safety legislation.  We
acknowledge David s contribution with admira-
tion and gratitude.  A whole new system has to
be put in place to continue his sterling work.
We hope that a team will arise under the direc-
tion of Chief Executive  Geoff Swann and that
several hands will make lighter work.

We also acknowledge with thanks the
efforts of retiring Council Members Mark
Campbell and Jonathan Larwood.  The contri-
butions of continuing officers are also greatly
appreciated.  For example, we have seen sev-
eral new guides produced recently thanks to
the authors and Trevor Greensmith.  The
Proceedings has seen an increased range in
content.  Rockwatch has made remarkable
progress through the efforts of Susan Brown
and the magazine editors Susannah van Rose
and Peter Doyle.  Our meetings, arranged by
Mick Oates continue to be successful with a full
house each month  our thanks to the speak-
ers who have given their time and kept our
interest month after month.   It has been a
privilege to work with all these people over the
last two years.  I am sure my successor will
have similar support and I wish him well as we
approach our 150th Anniversary. 

Bill French 

REPORT FROM COUNCIL

This report is for the February and March
Council meetings as there is no Council meet-
ing in April.

A major topic for discussion at both
meetings was how to deal with the retirement
of David Bone as Field Meetings Officer. The
President acknow-ledged the excellent and
very difficult job David had done, especially
coping with the legal requirements which
have been imposed on the GA. One pos-
sibility, which was overwhelmingly rejected,
was that the GA should suspend field trips until
the problem had been resolved. It was agreed
that a group should be set up as soon as pos-
sible to organise how Field Trips should func-
tion. (That meeting has taken place and a sys-
tem for organising field trips has been agreed).

Finance was discussed at both
Council meetings. The February meeting is
where the Treasurer discusses the topics that
are going into the end-of-year accounts. The
accounts this year have been boosted by a
legacy of £5,000 and an increase of Gift Aid
from the Inland Revenue of  £12,000 com-
pared with last year. Council recorded formal
thanks to Bill French for producing an excellent
magazine very cheaply largely through
his voluntaryefforts. At the February meeting
it was agreed that the working rules of the
Curry Fund should be changed to bring them
into line with the decision of the membership at
the SGM last year. The March meeting of
Council is the one at which the accounts are
presented and where the Auditor gives a clear
exposition of its contents. The document
was agreed by Council. The Treasurer cau-
tioned that, although the financial situation is
now looking more satisfactory this year, some
of this is due to a legacy received during the
year.

In keeping with the policy of holding the
Annual Reunion at different locations through-
out the country it was agreed that this year s
Reunion will be at Cardiff and will be branded
as GA Geofest @ Cardiff . The programme will
comprise a meeting of representatives of Local
and Affiliated Groups of the Friday 5th
November, the Festival on Saturday 6th and
Field Trips on Sunday 7th. 

The GA has run Master Classes in previ-
ous years and it members thought that this
was a good way of exposing the GA to the stu-
dent body. It was agreed that we should try to
produce an event in February 2006 in Bristol.
Further on the theme of student members it
was proposed that some thought should be
given to a system to encourage students to
continue their membership after they graduate
 perhaps by extending the favourable mem-
bership rates for students. 

Council were pleased that Geology
Today was back on track thanks to the sterling
work of the new Editor Peter Doyle and Eric
Robinson. Council sent a message of apprecia-
tion to both of them.

Members of Council are always con-
scious of the need to increase the membership
of the GA and at every Council meeting the
topic is raised in one form or the other.
Suggestions at this Council meetinginclud-
ed looking at interesting web-sites about Mine
Sites and considering local Scientific Societies.
Council would always like to receive ideas from
members.

John Crocker
General  Secretary

CURRY FUND REPORT

Nine applications were received and
considered by the Curry Fund Committee
at its March meeting. Of these, six received
funding, one was withdrawn by the appli-
cant, and two were deferred until the next

meeting, pending receipt of supplemen
information.

£500 was awarded towards the cost
of publicity leaflets and posters adv
the opening of the Abberley and Malve
Hills Geopark, the first in England, 
Herefordshire and Worcestershire Eart
Heritage Trust. Students from the Ear
Science Department at Cambridge
University were awarded £500 towards 
updating and enhancement of exhibits 
their Time Truck . This is an innova
outreach programme for local primary
schools, introducing children to some 
geological principles in a fun and ha
way and operates each year during the
National Science Week programme. The
GA was awarded £1,500 for the publica
of GA Guide No. 65 The Origins of
Stratigraphy 1719-1801 . The British
Association for the Advancement of
Science this year will be holding its 
Festival in Exeter and was awarded £5
towards the cost of running associate
meetings during the Festival. The Nor
Staffordshire Group of the GA is hold
exhibition at the Potteries Museum an
Gallery called The Rock Beneath Our 
and has been granted £400 towards
mounting the exhibition. It was only 
years ago, that I, as President of th
wrote in support of this museum which 
threatened with closure, so it gives m-
ticular pleasure to note that it is n-
ing.  Finally, the Dorset Geologists
Association Group was awarded £125
towards producing a Field Guide for the th
visit by French colleaguesto the Dorset
Group. We wish the visit every succes
are delighted to hear of the continua
these foreign exchanges.

An application by the Lancashire
Museums Service for support towards t
cost of a leaflet celebrating the bic
of birth of Richard Owen in July this 
was deferred pending further informat
his was not given support when consid
after further information had been su-
ted. The Sheffield Galleries & Museums Trus
application for supportfor an information
board for the Wadsley Fossil Forest site was
also deferred awaiting further inform

Oxfordshire RIGS withdrew its app-
cation after funding for its project 
received from another source.

There were three applications for
Special Grants for displays at the
GAGeofest@Cardiff, all granted and wh
we look forward to seeing in November
one from the Ravensbourne Geological
Society, one from ES2K and one from J
Hepworth. Sadly, the untimely death o
Austin Lockwood, the Secretary of the
Ravensbourne Group, occurred before h
knew the outcome of his application o
behalf of the Group.

THE ASSOCIATION
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June Meeting

From the Librarian

A. N. TROTH
Southampton Oceanography Centre, European
Way, Southampton.  SO14 3ZH

Petroleum systems,
Palaeoclimate, and Sea
Level Change in the
Devonian of Bolivia - A
Legendary Guide and Blood-
sucking Critters: Field work
in Sub-Andean Bolivia 
4th June 2004
Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, W1V 0JU, at 6.30

pm, tea at 6.00 pm

In Bolivia there is a world class reservoir (Huamampampa
Sandstone) and a source rock (Los Monos Shales).
Producing fields are in the sub-Andean zone where they
occur in a structurally complex thrust terrain. Seismic recog-
nition in the subsurface of the reservoir is difficult because
of this structural complexity.  However, success has been
achieved using palynology.  A bloom of the acritarch
(marine phytoplankton) Evittia sommeri occurs in the low-
est Los Monos Shales, immediately above the
Huamampampa Sandstone. The bloom only occurs at this

stratigraphic level and represents an influx of t
acritarch into the basin.  This event has not bee
before at surface outcrop.  Surface exposures of 
Huamampampa-Los Monos interval have been investig
over two field seasons and the rock samples colle
revealed the precise stratigraphic extent of the 
data will be used for bio-steering purposes durin
Bolivia.  In Devonian times, Bolivia was in the h
coldwater Malvinokaffric province. The Evittia bl
monospecific and is coincident with a peak of pra
algae (leiospheres) that are generally associated-
er water.   The presence of these two palynomorph-
gests there was a sea level rise possibly associa

As you may probably be aware, the BGS
is currently re-doing the regional guides which
will be coming out over this year and will cost
about £18 each.  However, at £10 The Geology
of Northern Ireland: Our Natural Foundation
by W. I. Mitchell (ed.) (2nd edition), Belfast,
Geological Survey of Northern Ireland, 2004,
318 pages, is a bargain. It has 23 chapters
each dealing with different terranes, stratigra-
phy, geophysics, hydrology, economic
minerals, and geohazards.  Almost every page
has coloured maps, diagrams, tables, and
excellent photographs,all of which are
immediately relevant to and complement the
text.  I particularly liked the use of palaeogeo-
graphic maps and the interpretation of the
geophysics.  The typeface is clear; and
photos,diagrams, and tables are all clear and
well labelled.  Each chapter has its own bibli-
ography and there is an 18-page index at the
end. It is highly recommendedand just in
time for the GA meeting in Northern Ireland

this summer.
The BGS has also issued a valuable com-

pendium describing its activities with the title
Britain Beneath Our Feet .  This is soft back and
consists of 114 pages and costs £5.00 - British
Geological Survey Occasional Publication no. 4
2004.  It is edited by  I. Jackson, and pro-
vides summaryinformation on Britain s land
quality, underground hazards, resources and
geology.  In all 53 topics are covered and these
are illustrated with 48 A4 maps of the UK sup-
plemented by photographs and diagrams and
extracts from large-scale local maps.  An inter-
esting and informative introduction  demon-
strating the importance of the work of the BGS.

One kind donation has brought in the
1;1,000,000 geological map of Namibia (1980,
reprinted 1990, 4 sheets).   Another, from a
retired consultant, has given us a number of
BGS maps.  Some of these may be surplus to
our requirements and hence be available to
others.  A list is available on request (s.a.e.
appreciated).  We are most gratefulto both

Evittia sommeri (Brito, 1967)



David Norman
Director, Sedgwick Museum and 
Fellow, Christ’s College (which
is, by coincidence, Darwin’s
College)

Charles Darwin,
Geologist!

2nd July 2004
Geological Society, Burlington House,

Piccadilly, W1V 0JU, at 6.30 pm, tea at

6.00 pm

Charles Darwin is undoubtedly most
famous for his contributions in diverse
fields within the biological sciences.  A
few are aware of his seminal work on

the formation of coral atolls but, apart
from that it, would seem at first glance
that he had little interest in geology
per se (apart from rather famously dis-
missing the Fossil Record in his quest
for evidence to support his theory of
evolution through the means of
Natural Selection).

Examination of his early years as
a student in Edinburgh and later at
Cambridge reveals a rather different
Charles Darwin to the man who was
obsessed by the the species question,
the expression of emotions, the
biology of orchids or earthworms.
Jameson and Hope loomed surprising-
ly large during his career as a sup-
posed medical student in Edinburgh;
and Sedgwick (of course) and Henslow
(less obviously) played important roles
in developing his interest as a geolo-
gist.

His enthusiasm having been fired

by seminal work by Herschel, as we
as by the expedition narratives of
Humboldt, Darwin planned an expedi-
tion to the Canary Islands in 1831
However his plans were ’rudely’ in-
rupted by the offer of an opportun
to accompany Capt Fitzroy as the
’naturalist’ aboard HMS Beagle.  T
rest, as they say, is history, exc
the fact that until (at least) 184
Charles Darwin regarded himself as
geologist.  His publications, as w
his role as Secretary of the Geolo
Society of London, tend to support
view.  What is slightly more surpr
is that some of the work that Darw
published in geology was regarded 
among the most important ever
published.  Such was the view of S
Archibald Geikie (1905) when writi
review of progress in geological s-
ence during the whole of the 19th -
tury.
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July Meeting  

In the Proceedings 
In the following paragraphs, the

Editor reviews the forthcoming articles
in the Proceedings of the Geologists
Association vol. 115 part 2 (2004).

This issue begins with the first of
two sets of papers arising from the inaugual
meeting of  IGCP Project 449, Global
Correlation of Late Cenozoic Fluvial Deposits,
guest edited by David Bridgland (University
of Durham), Sampat Tandon (Delhi
University) and Rob Westaway (Open
University) who have written an introduction
to the papers. As the editors explain, Project
449 (due to end this year) seeks to correlate
the sedimentary records of rivers around the
World.  Although some rivers, in subsiding
areas, flow across thick sequences of their
own deposits, many such records take the
form of fragmentary terrace deposits.  The
latter, however, provide important evidence
that the rivers formerly flowed at greater rel-
ative altitudes within the landscape and so
are important for geomorphological model-
ling and for understanding crustal evolution.
Project strategy is to sample the most impor-
tant records from all the continents except
Antarctica.  These will not necessarily be from
the largest rivers.  Some sequences are of
importance because they contain well-pre-
served and abundant fossil assemblages,
records of human occupation, or readily dat-
able materials, features that are influenced by
factors such as bedrock geology.These papers
focus on river systems within Europe:
Jaroslav TyrÆc ek, Westaway and Bridgland

review River terraces of the Vltava and Labe
(Elbe) system, Czech Republic, and their
implications for the uplift history of the
Bohemian Massif. Bridgland, D.C. Schreve,
D.H. Keen, R. Meyrick and Westaway then
discuss some of the evidence from western
Europe in Biostratigraphical correlation
between the late Quaternary sequence of the
Thames and key fluvial localities in Central
Germany, which compares, in terms of bios-
tratigraphy, the Lower Thames record with
that from key sites in central Germany.  In the
third paper, Key Late Cenozoic fluvial archives
of eastern Europe: the Dniester, Dnieper,
Don and Volga,  A.V. Matoshko, P.F. Gozhik
and G. Danukalova  provide a summary of
some of the World s most important and
extensive fluvial records, those from the
south-flowing Ukrainian and Russian rivers
draining to the Black and Caspian Seas.
Finally, Leszek Marks summarizes the evi-
dence from Middle and Late Pleistocene flu-
vial systems in central Poland,  rivers in cen-
tral Poland.

Staying with matters fluvial, an
investigation into nineteeth century accounts
of the discovery of a Palaeolithic occupation
horizon in Late Devensian-Holocene deposits
underlying the floodplain of the former
Hackney Brook, London, is discussed in Stoke
Newington: Geoarchaeology of the
Paaeolithic floorby C.P. Green, P.L. Gibbard
and B.J. Bishop.  The authors  successful
unravelling of a complex local stratigraphy
provides evidence for episodic occupation

during a period of fluvial aggradatio
Turning to paleontology, Robert

Chandler and Volker Dietze next discuNew
data on the Lower Bajocian (Middle Ju
ammonite genus Mollistephanus Buckman
1922 from southern England, in which they
extend its known range (Discites to b
Sauzei zones) and find dimorphism, wh
has been recognised elsewhere. They s-
gest that it may have migrated from t
Mediterranean Province (western Tethy
southern England (Dorset and Somerset
Charles Holland then describes The curious
case of Orthoceras primaevum  from t
Silurian of Wales, a critique of ofte
preserved cephalopod fossils collecte
early nineteenth century, originally 
to pteripodus molluscs  and then rea
to orthoconic nautiloids.

In Walter Brian Harland, 1917-
2003,Peter Friend provides us with a f
testimonial to Harland as a person an
fascinating and varied career.  

Finally, our correspondence at 
brings R.J. Wyatt s Interpretation of Stowe
Park Borehole, Gloucestershire and de
of the Middle Jurassic Througham Form.
(This item had, unfortunately, to be 
from the previous issue at the last m
owing to problems with required page -
bers elsewhere within it. ( In the Pr
has sometimes to be written for GA wh
few articles are still in the product
and therefore before we can be certai
final pagination). Finally, Jenny Hug-
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October Meeting 

NIGEL HARRIS

Department of Earth Sciences, 
The Open University, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes.

Making mountains  
the building of Tibet and its
consequences for global 
climate

1st October 2004
Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, W1V 0JU, at 6.30

pm, tea at 6.00 pm

The Tibetan Plateau is a region about the size of western Europe

that has been elevated to an average height of 5 km above sea

level. For over two hundred years Tibet has fascinated geogra-

phers and geologists alike for both strategic and scientific reasons.

This presentation traces the contributions of early explorers of the

plateau to our present understanding of the uplift of Tibet. It will

examine the impact of the theory of plate tectonics on unravelling

the mechanisms of Tibetan uplift, and will high-light the current

renaissance in Tibetan research that is driven by a systems

approach to Earth Sciences.

Since the 1970s, much geoscience research has focussed

on phenomenaoccurring along the boundaries of tectonic plates.

The Tibetan-Himalayan orogen provided a natural laboratory for

examining how rocks behave during the collision between conti-

nents. Recent years have seen a new research impetus, aiming to

decipher the interactions between the atmosphere, oceans and

the solid Earth. It is through such an approach that it is now

recognised that the uplift of Tibet had significant consequences for

global climate. 

Over the past 50 million years global climate has been char-

acterised by a strong cooling trend, suggesting a depl2
in the atmosphere. One of the most powerful mechanisms

reducing atmospheric CO2 is the weathering of continental, -

cate-rich sediments. The linkage between Tibetan uplif-

al climate is as follows. Uplift of the Tibetan Platea

source of summer heating in the lower atmosphere that 

humid air masses northwards from the Indian Ocean. The-

ing airflow is forced to rise steeply over the Himalay

the summer monsoon on their southern slopes and on eas

Tibet. The great Asian rivers that rise in Tibet and d

km before reaching the sea are a consequence of the mo

and these rivers contribute a quarter of all the disso

influxed to the oceans by global rivers, despite the f

Tibetan Plateau comprises less than 5% of the continen

area. Geochemists are currently studying the Ganges an

Brahmaputra river systems to develop proxies for silic-

ering rates, and to determine the impact of the India/

on global climate.

If Tibetan uplift is linked to climate change thro

enhanced silicate weathering rates, then the uplift hi

plateau can be compared with changes in monsoonal inte

in global climate. Unfortunately, because palaeoaltitu

be inferred indirectly, they have proved difficult to 

recent estimates stem from a tectonic model for thicke

lithosphere that predicts convective removal of its base. This w

have two important consequences: (i) heating of the underlying

mantle results in the generation of high-potassium magand (ii)

following isostatic uplift, the stress regime of the h

the plateau changes from compressional to extensional 

dating the period of extension and of rift-related magma

possible to estimate the time by which the plateau app

current elevation. 

Palaeobotany provides an additional tool for deter

past elevationsthat is independent of any tectonic model.

analysis of Neogene flora recovered from the Namling basi

southern Tibet, coupled with global climate models, indicate 

15 million years ago the basin floor was at an altitud

4,689–895 m, within error of its height today. The ini

east-west extension in southern Tibet, a consequence oplateau

uplift, has been dated at about 19 Ma from the age of -

inggraben and dykes. Several strands of evidence now su

Eocene granite intruding Paleocene molassic  sediments, 
from the Drebung monastery, Lhasa valley southern Tibet

The incised uplifted plateau of eastern Tibet, looking north from
the India-Eurasian suture.
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GA GEOFEST@CARDIFF
2004

Preparations for the Annual Reunion in Cardiff over the
weekend of 5th-7th November 2004 are gathering pace.  It is
undoubtedly going to be an action-packed few days both for GA
members and the general publicwith a whole host of events on
offer, all centred around the usual Reunion exhibitions and stalls.

The weekend event titled GA Geofest@Cardiffwill be hosted
by the National Museum & Gallery, Cardiff, where the whole of the
ground floor East Wing galleries have been given over for the GA
exhibits and stalls.  Other areas within the museum will house
Rockwatch, hands-on geological activities for all ages and many
other events including two top public lectures in the museum s
400-seat lecture theatre.

The weekend kicks off with the annual meeting of Local
Groups which will be held in the museum on the Friday after-
noon.  This is followedfrom 6.30pm  9.00pm by a reception
hosted by the Department of Geology at which there will be a
chance to view The Evolution of Wales earth science gallery.
Tickets for this event are free but are limited to 150 so get your
booking into the GA Office fast!

The exhibitions will open at 10.00am on Saturday morning
and will close at 4.30pm.  Set up time will be from 8.00am on the
day or from 2.00pm  6pm the day before.  During the day there
will be a lecture mid morning and mid afternoon and Eric Robinson
will be running his very popular City Centre building stones walk
over the lunchtime period.  The museum s Geology department
will also be offering behind-the-scenes tours throughout the day.

For those wishing to stay for the Sunday  and we hope that that
is most of you  we are planning an eat-all-you-can  Chinese banquet
at a local restaurant.  An indication of how many people would be
interested in this option would be useful so could you please let the GA
Office know. On the Sunday there will still be numerous events going
on within the museum but the main focus of the day will be directed
towards a series of field excursions to local sites, which it is currently
planned to undertake by coach.  We are looking at offering four
options but these are not fixed and depending upon demand may be
altered closer to the event.  The four options are:

The coastal sections from Penarth to Barry, includ
the dinosaur footprint site at The Bendricks.This stretch of
coast offers an almost complete succession from the Me
Mudstone Group through the Rhaetian to the Lower Lias 
which has been gently folded and faulted.  The Bendric
most prolific Upper Triassic dinosaur footprint site i
tracks being found at a number of horizons.

Cardiff Bay. Cardiff docks were once the largest c
exporting port in the World.  Now renamed Cardiff Bay
around the lake created by the Cardiff Bay Barrage has
rebuilt and modernised.  Along the waterside the new r-
ders with the old and offers the chance to see a range
stones of local and national importance as well as fro
world.

A visit to an opencast coal mine. Around the edge of the
Coalfield are a number of modern opencast coal mines. 
offer good sections through parts of the local Westphalian s-
cession and good fossil collecting.The decision as to which
opencast will be visited will be decided closer to the
of operational restrictions.

Big Pit: National Mining Museum of Wales,
Blaenafon.Set in the heart of the Blaenafon World Heri
Big Pit offers you the chance of an underground tour a
old coal mine. Nearby are the Blaenafon Iron Furnaces 

REUNION 2004: CARDIFF
5th -7th November   2004

The Lower Jurassic succession in St Mary s Well B

Penarth, South Wales (' S.R.Howe).

Triasssic siltstones, sandstones, and conglomerat
Bendricks, Barry, South Wales, with Sully Island 
Holm in the distance (' Tom Sharpe).



UKOGL offers a
share of the crust
A large number of seismic surveys have been
recorded across parts of the UK over the past
30 years  indeed, many of us have waited in
traffic behind a line of vibrator trucks and won-
dered who is acquiring data and what it tells
them about the deep structure. Until recently,
access to such data was tightly restricted to
the commercial groups which recorded it and
to a few well-connected academics  but
UKOGL, the UK Onshore Geophysical Library,
now exists to allow access to all users.  If you
are writing a field guide, planning a trip or just
curious about the crustal structure of your
favourite holiday destination, UKOGL can
probably help you.  

What is UKOGL? The UK Onshore
Geophysical Library is a national archive of
seismic data recorded by oil companies in
landward areas of the United Kingdom. It was
established in 1994, as a registered charity,
jointly by the Department of Trade and
Industry as the relevant licensing authority
and the UK Onshore Operators Group repre-
senting onshore oil and gas companies. The
founders were concerned both that older mag-
netic data storage tapes were deteriorating
and that a general decline in interest in
onshore exploration meant that datasets were
at risk as companies abandoned the area.
Although legally seismic data which were more
than 5 years old were available for release by
the DTI no mechanism existed to enable such
release and there was no access to funding to
set one up. UKOGL was therefore designed to
be funded by licensing the data it archived to
commercial users, by contributions from com-
panies which wished to curate their data with
UKOGL (thus avoiding the indefinite storage
obligations incurred under the regulations gov-
erning their licences) and by charitable dona-
tions.

UKOGL has contracted Lynx Information
Systems to undertake the task of finding out
exactly what data has been recorded over the
years, locating the tapes with back-up paper
data and archiving onto stable media.  Around
75,000 kilometres of 2D data are known to
have been recorded in landward areas of the
UK, including some data which had been
obtained in shallow coastal waters under the
onshore licensing regime.  3D data recorded
over some of the onshore oil and gas fields are
now also becoming available for release.
Coverage is necessarily restricted to those
areas which have been of interest for oil and
gas exploration, although additional lines are
available over coal basins from the Coal
Authority database (available from the British
Geological Survey in Keyworth). 

Who can use the data?Anyone can have
access to the seismic archive. Initially, UKOGL s
customers were oil and gas companies.   Most
of the exploration work carried out onshore
since the mid-1990s has made use of UKOGL s
archive and there has been little new seismic
recorded in this period.  Saving older data
from deterioration or destruction avoids the
necessity for new entrants to onshore oil and
gas exploration to re-record seismic data in
sensitive areas. New processing techniques
can greatly improve old seismic data at a frac-
tion of the cost of recording new data  but
only if the original field records have been pre-

served. Onshore seismic data from UKOGL are
also used by some local authorities and are
beginning to be made available for use in
water resource and environmental surveys. Of
particular interest to GA members is the fact
that UKOGL makes data available to academic
institutions for research and teaching: a serv-
ice which is now being broadened to include
secondary schools.  Finally, sales can be
arranged to non-commercial individuals who
desire data for personal interest, or even wall
displays. 

Progress to dateLocating the original data
and archiving them is a costly business.  Since
the end of 1994, UKOGL has spent some £1.6
million on archiving and now has available dig-
ital processed versions of about 90% of the
original 75,000 kilometres of 2D data.  In addi-
tion, the Library has fully archived about 60%
of the total, including field tapes and
observers  logs as well as the processed ver-
sions.  The Library s intention has always been
to archive all original data onto stable CD or
DVD media, to enable both industry and aca-
demic users to apply new processing tech-
niques in the future.  Although funding limita-
tions are currently restricting the full archiving
process, UKOGL has access to original tapes
still stored by oil companies for the bulk of the
field data it has not yet archived onto more
stable media.  With the active support of cur-
rent onshore operators, seismic data now
being recorded are archived directly with
UKOGL.

Since it was established, UKOGL has
supplied 18,200 kilometres of 2D data to com-
mercial users, 11,500 kilometres to academic
users and 14.000 kilometres to the BGS.
Commercial oil industry users have included
those exploring in offshore areas near the
coast  and UKOGL has available a number of
offshore tie-lines to key onshore wells.  For
financial reasons, the Library is very keen to
encourage the use of data for commercial pur-
poses and is hoping to see an expansion of
data licensing by non-oil industry companies,
particularly in the environmental arena.  

The Trustees of the Library combine a
desire to preserve data with an enthusiasm to
share their seismic insights into British Geology
as widely as possible.  Increased public use of
the archive is one of their major objectives.
UKOGL has an academic fund which attempts
to pay for the reproduction costs of reasonable
packages of data to academic institutions.
Although these funds are rationed, the Library
has not yet denied any data requests because
the academic institution cannot afford the
reproduction costs. For individual users of the
data UKOGL is willing to adopt a flexible
approach on costs, depending on the require-
ment: a seismic line through your house
shouldn t cost more than a good book, as long
as you re not planning to look for oil or gas
under it!

UKOGL s schools and colleges pro-
gramme To encourage the understandin
and enjoyment of geology among studen
UKOGL has begun a programme to make
available seismic data to schools and 
in convenient teaching packs. As a fi
packs are being assembled over areas 
are popular for field trips. These wi
some key seismic lines  with interpre
to wells, together with location maps -
face geology and will be provided in 
suitable for handout by teachers with 
no additional work on their part.  It 
intention that these packs will be ma-
able in JPEG format through UKOGL s w
Eventually, UKOGL would like to be ab
offer schools and colleges the abilit-
load available JPEG format seismic li
location data; as ever, these plans d
upon the availability of funding. UKO
to approach funding bodies, including 
Curry Fund, for assistance with prepa-
cational packs and website services o
format has been finalized.

How to obtain data from UKOGLThe full
seismic coverage database in map and 
format can be viewed on the UKOGL web 
at www.ukogl.org.uk.   Please note th
Authority data is available from the 
than UKOGL.  Potential commercial and -
demic users should contact Neil Ander
Manager of the archiving programme, a
UKOGL  neil@lynxinfo.co.uk or 020 87
2634.  Questions on funding and polic
should be addressed to Malcolm Butler
Chairman of UKOGL  ukogl@lynxinfo.co

UKOGL United Kingdom Onshore
Geophysical Library

Location of
seismic lines
available to

UKOGL. 
Not all lines

may yet be in
the archive.

Below: An example from Dorset of li
included in the schools and coll

programme.



Global Warming - 
A Geological Perspective

Coping with Climatic Change was the title of a recent meeting at

Burlington House. A sense of urgency pervades the report in

Geoscientist - ’Science claims that the planet is entering a state of

potentially dangerous instability’ was one of the messages, and

the ’catastrophe of unchecked climatic change’ one of the threat-

ened outcomes. Should we be alarmed?

Geologists are well placed to assess the significance of cli-

matic change. Understanding of the subject is largely based on

geological evidence. Fossils, weathering products, the record of

past sea levels, the evidence of glaciation - all bear the imprint of

past climates. So what is the problem today? The answer to that

question is visible all around us in the developed world. The main

problem is the release into the atmosphere of fossil carbon as the

result of burning fossil fuels, whether in power stations, motor

vehicles or aircraft. The main culprits are the so-called ’green-

house’ gases and especially carbon dioxide. The concentration of

CO2 in the atmosphere has increased from 280ppm in the pre-

industrial era to 375ppm today. The increase is expected to con-

tinue and to reach a level possibly as high as 990ppm by 2100.

The principal consequences are foreseen as rising sea level, pos-

sibly by as much as 0.9m in the next 100 years, and, in the case

of Britain, an increase of mean annual temperature by up to 3oC

and of winter rainfall by up to a quarter.

From the geological perspective these changes are unexcep-

tional. For much of the past 500 million years concent

atmospheric CO2 have been substantially greater than even

highest level predicted for the year 2100. For the Late Creta

for example, estimates of 3,000ppm are widely accepted-

dicted rise of sea level, at a rate up to 9mm/year, is-

ly unspectacular. Since the closing stages of the last

about 15,000 years ago, sea level has risen 120m at ra

24mm/year, with most of the change occurring between 1

and 7,000BP at about 14mm/year.

However, knowing that the predicted changes have b

exper-ienced in the past is little comfort to those wh-

ed. At the regional level, changes of rainfall and tem

difficult to predict. The most direct effect will be o

agriculture, but in most places the rate and magnitude

are likely to be manageable. The rise of sea level is -

dict but more costly to manage. In Western Europe alon

are 68 million people living in coastal localities. He

are recognised and strategies for the management of co

flooding and erosion are fairly well developed, but go

will need foresight and determination if the costs are-

tively contained. In the developing world these proble

much greater demands on the resources of governments a

populations.

Although the evaluation of climatic change has mov

from the more alarmist predictions of catastrophe, the

many imponderables in the global climatic system. For 

on the timescale of the Quaternary glacial/interglacia

present interglacial is probably past its peak and we 

worrying about the onset of the next glaciation. Don’t

there was a time, in the Anglian glaciation, when the 
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GLOBALGLOBAL
WARMINGWARMING

The picture to the right and the
background image were obtained
in Essex in the early morning
recently.  According to the NERC
magazine, Planet Earth, of Spring
2004, a flight from London to
Australia puts 4000 kg of green-
house gas into the atmosphere
per individual passenger.  This is
equivalent to the use of one car
for a typical year s motoring.  The
same issue of the magazine
writes of a potential sea level rise
of some 60 metres should the
Antarctic ice melt entirely. The
Greenland and Arctic ice would
add to this.   Sea level changes
are already being monitored at a
network of sites established in
1980 and BGS is involved in a 
project to drill through the mov-
ing Arctic ice to monitor changes

Another article describes the circumstances under which phytoplankton can thrive and potentiall
of carbon released, though the level of the current development is small.  
Here Chris Green puts all of this into a geological perspective. 
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Since my last Rockwatch report, the club has been on the road  in
Bristol, Hertford, Cambridge, Richmond (Surrey), the Isle of Wight
and Bracklesham (West Sussex). Our geographical range is some-
what restricted during the winter months, but as the better weather
dawns (we hope!) there will be field meetings throughout the coun-
try. 

On St. Valentine s Day we had a Rockwatch event at the
Department of Earth Sciences at the University of Bristol. Everyone
agreed that this was a fantastic day! The activities focused on the
work of the Palaeontology Research Group and Rockwatchers tried
their hand at being palaeontological researchers preparing bones
from the Bristol dinosaur  Thecodontosaurus (about 210 million
years old); bone and footprint casting; microfossil preparation from
local sediments  we found shark, fish and reptile teeth and took
them home with us; learnt about dinosaur biomechanics; explored
the evolution and decay rates of ammonites and were challenged
with a quiz in the departmental museum. 

Tom Challands and Remmert Schouten from the department
led the day with help from some of the Ph.D. students who were all
great at explaining their work and encouraging Rockwatchers to try
the experiments. We were also lucky to have two former Rockwatch
members, Adam Stuart-Smith and Simon Clabby, join us. Both of
them have written for the Rockwatch magazine and they recently
graduated with Masters degrees in palaeontology from Bristol.

Half-term saw Rockwatch leading a week of Geology at
Hertford Museum. A steady stream of children, parents and grand-
parents thoroughly enjoyed our activities and went away with fossil
plaster casts, wax rubbings and dozens of Jurassic and Carboniferous
dioramas  and many came back for a second visit! Lots of young-
sters brought fossils and minerals from their collections to be identi-
fied  quite a challenge, but we managed to sort out most of them.
One afternoon Bryan Lovell from Cambridge University popped in to
give a short talk about climate change which gave the youngsters a
lot to think about. It was a good week, with children of all ages find-
ing something to interest them.

On Saturday 21st February, Rockwatch joined in the Fabulous,
Fossiliferous Family Fun Day  at the Sedgwick Museum in Cambridge.
Although the museum is undergoing refurbishment and some of the
displays were under wraps, it did not stem the constant tide of more
than 500 visitors nor dampen their enthusiasm. The Rockwatch team
were kept on their toes all day and supply could barely keep up with

demand for making Jurassic and Carboniferous dioramas.
there was serious overlap with Jurassic and Carbonifer
fauna sharing the same box  a time gap of a mere 85 m
but hey, what s a few million years when you are havin
keep the record straight though, most of the youngster
crib sheets telling them how it was  in both time per-
er Rockwatch activity, visitors were astonished to lea
much their everyday lives depended on the skills and k
geologists as we demonstrated through Geology in Your
Basket !

We were really fortunate to have a Microfossil Wor
March, specially organised by Adrian Rundle, who willi
his considerable expertise to teach  Rockwatchers some basic
microfossil techniques. After a fascinating introducto
kept everyone busy all day practising microfossil preparati-
niques. The youngsters prepared their own slides from a range
sand samples and did very well identifying their finds
extremely good at identifying sharks  teeth and were t
these and their own slides home!

The first weekend in April saw Rockwatchers and th
heading over to the Isle of Wight for a weekend of non
We are grateful to Lorna Steel of the Dinosaur Isle Mu
organising the trip for us. We were warmly welcomed by
and then, after a short orientation talk by Lorna, we -
nating morning roaming through the Dinosaur Isle Museu
about the geological history of the island and then se-
selves some of the dinosaurs that have been found on t
such as Neovenator, Iguanodon, Hypsilophodon and Polac
scary beasts indeed! In the afternoon we visited the D
Museum and tried our hand at cleaning some dinosaur bo
the eagle eye of Paul Newton. This is a working museu-
itors can watch fossils being prepared for display and-
lection of local fossils. We saw marvellous dinosaur f-
ish sandstone on the beach at Hanover Point which thri
and also found pyritised fossil wood. In the evening w-
ed to a great illustrated talk by Lorna on pteranodons
dinosaurs by Tom Challands who had joined us from Bris
could almost be forgiven for thinking that dinosaurs w-
ing outside given the ferocity and noise of the storm 
during the talks and which really did almost blow us a
the museum! Our visit to Alum Bay didn t go quite as p-

Below: Orientation on the beach at Bracklesham.

Geology in your shopping basket; Sedgwick Muse
Cambridge.



In January we went to Barcelona for
some sunshine, seafood, wine and art, all of
which we found; but we had an unexpected
bonus in discovering the city’s Geological
Museum. Part of the Museu de CiŁncies
Naturals de la Ciutadella, which celebrated its
125th anniversary in 2003, it was the first
purpose-built museum in Barcelona, and has
one of the largest geological collections in
Spain.  It has received several large
bequests, notably the mineral collection of
Josep Cervell , which it acquired in 1979.
The Museum also has a library, runs a thin
section service, publishes a journal, and car-
ries out research.

The Museu de Geologia is in the Parc
de la Ciutadella, close to the Catalan
Parliament, the Modern Art Museum and the
eccentric Zoological Museum, which looks like
a way-out castle.  The Geological Museum is
unmistakable: along the front is a long line of
pedestals supporting huge specimens of rock
- great chunks of basalt, pegmatite, granite,
quartz, breccia, fossiliferous limestone, and a
silicified conifer -  all from Catalonia, standing
like a stony guard of honour to welcome vis-
itors. 

The Time Out Guide to Barcelona
describes the Museum sniffily as "a rather dry
display of minerals". This is nonsense - it’s a
wonderful place! The entrance hall is domi-
nated by a cross-section of the Olot volcanic
region, about 30’ long, incorporating samples
of rock - and there are more displayed in a
showcase below it: volcanic bomb, augite,
lava, olivine in basalt, basalt column, black
vitreous rocks, conglomerates, and calcare-
ous rocks.

To the left of the entrance is the
Mineralogy & Petrology Hall, and I can do no
better here than quote the English-language

leaflet: 
"The general mineralogy exhibition is

structured according to the Strunz systemat-
ic classification (chemical and structural) and
occupies the 20 display cases along the walls.
The smaller thematic display cases contain
gems, crystal aggregates, minerals from
Catalonia, radioactive minerals and the
recent addition of the new presentation on
fluorescent minerals.  The petrology exhibi-
tion, displayed in the centre of the room,
shows the most characteristic rocks of the
Earth’s lithosphere.  The exhibition begins
with a display case on the constitution and
internal structure of the Earth, as well as the
composition, source, evolution and some
industrial applications of rocks.  Successive
display cases show the main types of rocks:
igneous, volcanic, metamorphic and sedi-
mentary."  

The description does not do justice to
the quality of the exhibits, however.  The
specimens of rock in the main displays are
really impressive, both in size and appear-
ance, and are shown to best advantage - the
display cases are well-lit, clearly labelled and
sensibly placed at eye-height. They take us
through a wide range of silicates, phos-
phates, arsenates, chromates, molydates,
barates, nitrates, carbonates, agates, sul-
phides, and more, all systematically
arranged.   It’s  a truly absorbing exhibition;
the colours & shapes of the fluorite forms are
especially spectacular. 

The remaining sections are just as
good - we had fun looking down a micro-
scope to study gemstones!  The history of
geology in Catalonia was interesting, particu-
larly the section on the salt industry.
Originally opencast, exploitation went under-
ground from 1900.  (The salt works are no

longer economic to operate, and have 
turned into a museum and exhibition.)
Catalan geology is carefully explaine
local minerals on display include ort
pyrite, malachite,  schorl, barite, c
quartz, calcite, fluorite, olivine, b-
site & aragonite.  The fluorescence r
where you can see minerals under diff
lights (short- and long-wave ultra vi
fascinating.  There is a section on m
from around the world; Catalonia has 
share, though the last meteorite to f
Barcelona was in 1704. There is a col
display thin sections and some really -
taking calcite formations, as well as -
hensive sections on metamorphic and s-
mentary rocks.    The range of volcan
is pretty amazing too - these volcani
clearly meant business...

On the opposite side of the hall 
Palaeontology Room - not as spectacul
with fewer items, but well worth the v
nonetheless. At the beginning there i
helpful diagram of the formation of E
the development of life, from the fir
up to the  present, to put things int-
spective.  Most of the fossils come f
Catalonia or France, though the Juras
heavily represented by specimens from 
Regis! The Devonian, Carboniferous,
Cretaceous, and Oligocene are also we-
resented.    The collection includes 
invertebrates, vertebrates and plants
particularly liked the silicified tre
icnofossils.  There were some busines
teeth from a  tetralophodon, and a hu-
tropod - about 2’  long.

For those who have earned their l
after the hard work of seeing all thi-
ommend repairing to the nearby Picass
Museum, where the restaurant is open 
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The Geological Museum of Barcelona

Fossil Collecting under lowering clouds and driv
on the beach at Bracklesham.

The Rockwatch record for fine weather on field trips was broken on
our final field trip this session to Bracklesham Beach. After David Bone gave
a splendid orientation talk to the group as we thankfully huddled in the
Boathouse just above the beach, we tentatively braved the elements and
headed for the beach to start hunting for the many Eocene age fossils that
we were assured littered the beach! The wind howled, the rain lashed, and
the sea almost refused to recede, but we did manage to spend well over
an hour and found sharks  teeth, gastropods, ray tooth plates, giant
foraminifera and bivalves  not a bad collection, given the inclement weath-
er, and the children were delighted with their finds!

It s good to meet so many people at events like these, who are
keen to find out what geology is all about, but, best of all, it s good to
meet so many Rockwatch members and have a chance to get to know
you.  

However, I am mindful that without the generous help and sup-
port of the many dedicated people who are willing to give up their time
to help with Rockwatch field trips, I would not be able to give reports
like this of the fantasticfield events we are able to put on for our mem-
bers. Thank you all for your generosity, support and enthusiasm  we



The GA Tour of Oman 

in February 2003

In February last year I joined a group of 16 extremely knowledge-

able and enthusiastic GA  members making our safari to the

Sultanate.   We all returned from Oman having found   the experi-

ence highly exhilarating and truly memorable.

The visit was organised by Margaret Wharton and Peter

Gardiner of Omantravel.   They saw to it that we were supported and

looked after appropriately, pleasantly and efficiently. Geological sup-

port was equally well taken care of by Omani leaders Khalil Al

Riyamiand Omar Al Ja adi who had completed their Ph.D.s and were

working for Petroleum Development Oman.   Dr Lawrence Haynes, a

consultant with the Oman Ministry ofMines led us through the intri-

cacies of MORB, IAT, and the origins of harzburgites, dunites,

peperites and much else as we travelled through the mountains.We

were privileged to be shown over the largest, and best preserved,

ophiolite sequence in the world, 500km in length and up to 100km

wide  all on dry land !   We came across all the geochemical prod-

ucts associated with such environments. My official geological edu-

cation finishing in the 1950s meant I knew little of Plate Tectonics or

Ophiolites  so I have had a little catching up to do.   Researching into

the subject of Ophiolites I found that it had been regularised and put

on a firm basis at the Penrose Conference of the GSA in 1972.    It

was pleasant to note that the Oman ophiolite conforms in every way

to their definition.   It has a Crustal  Sequence above the Moho and

a Mantle Sequence below. The general picture is shown below.

It is quite impossible to mention all the thought-provoking geo-

logical sights we encountered on this, our first visit, or to do justice

to each one in this short article.    One feels the need of another trip

to get to grips with what might be the best explanation or mecha-

nism for what we can see on the ground.   Our 14 day visit covered
so much!   

FIELD MEETING - OMAN
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Figure 1 (above):  
Grand Canyon  Oman:
Picture taken in very wi
conditions!   Photograph
tended to agree with Sam
Hannah that the 1000
metre drop looked more
than a little impressive
Ranger at the Grand
Canyon USA informed us
there was only one Grand
Canyon and 28 Wannabes!

Figure 2 (left):  Wahib
Sands.    Khalil starts
an avalanche.   The lin
dunes are aligned in a 
N  S direction.   The 
grains rest on a slip f
of 30 to 35 degrees and
are flowing towards the
viewer.



The photographs set out here represent

fraction of the wealth and variety of geol-

tures we were shown. Armed with comprehens

field guides we touched on aspects of subd

obduction, gossans, mineralisation, diapirism

plumes and geochemical models to explain the

varied lithologies we encountered.  There 

much to think about and some wonderful exp-

sures to investigate. 

Linking history with geology, at Nakhl there is th

17th century Omani  fort built on a reef limestone blo

Exotics , part of a melange of rocks pushed in front o

Semail ophiolite.   Also at Nakhl there are hot spring

hydrothermal activity linked to the geological environ

pressure effects associated with crustal movements hav

limestones to marble which is quarried commercially.  

The mountains are dominated by the giant domed str

that is Jebel Akhdar with its eroded crest providing w

rocks down to the Pre Cambrian tillites of the Mistal For

you have driveninside the structure you are surrounded by

spectacular ridges of the more resistant Permian to Cr

Limestones and Dolomites.   The silence produces a qui-

able feeling of enclosed remoteness and tranquillity. 

the Wahiba Sands and thence farther South to the Huqf 

met mega stromatolites.  Some of us travelled on to Ra

Sur to view turtles and ships. However, any trilobites

have been around were not leaving any tracks!

We found a blend of old and new on our visit with 

Beehive Tombs  of Wadi Al Ayn, 5000 years old, the Su-

per workings of the same age, the Falaj system of wate-

trasting with the modern developed centres with their -

ings and boulevards.   Everywhere there is a strong im

trouble is taken to look after and care for Oman s heritage.   Tr

skilled crafts and trades associatedwith ship-building, pottery, m-

work and jewellery are still encouraged and are thrivi

We left Oman having seen much of its exciting geol

and not a little of its culture and heritage, feeling s-

ileged.    My own personal impression is of the pleasa

Figure 3.  The Team (left to right):
Kneeling;Omar Al-Ja adi, Khalil Al-Riyam
Janet Phillips.  Front row;James Evans,
Barbara McMahon, David McMahon, Gilia
Slocock,  David Burford, Mavis Gill, R
Dixon, Christa Peeling, Peter Wood, Cl
Porteous, two Drivers. Back Row; Driver,
Robert Payne, Ann Sayer, Bryan Cozens.

Figure 4 (above):   Wadi Jizzi
Geotimes  unit.    A  truly classic
set of pillow lavas ranging from
basaltic to andesitic and exhibiting
a wide range of pillow forms and
surfaces.

Figure 5 (right): Alley unit        
The upper crustal ophiolite unit,
Wadi Salahi.   A depleted MORB
(boninite) basalt which has auto-
brecciated surfaces in places.   A
radially jointed pillow is seen to the
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THE SULTAN QABOOS
GRAND MOSQUE, 
MUSCAT

Lazily lounging on a genuine traditionally-
built dhow sailing the Arabian Sea during
a recent return visit to Oman provided the
perfect opportunity to reflect upon the
successes of the GA field excursion of
February 2003. Participants then cannot
fail to have noticed the huge new mosque
built at Ghubrah, adjacent to the main
road linking Seeb internationalairport with
Muscat city centre. I was most fortunate
to be able to visit this mosque, the Sultan
Qaboos Grand Mosque, earlier this year.

Completed in late 2001, it is a vast
and impressive building, constructed in
the tradition of Omani mosques with an
abundance of vernacular architectural
detail.  Although the statistics are stagger-
ing - the site covers a total of 416,000
square metres, the central minaret is 91m
high and the dome of the central prayer
hall is 50m high - it is the perfection of
scale and proportions that take the breath
away. The central prayer hall alone has a
capacity of 6,600, and the complex as a
whole has a capacity for over 20,000 wor-
shippers. It also contains a ladies  prayer
hall, extensive library and meeting hall,
and has thus become a centre for advanc-
ing knowledge of Islamic religion, litera-
ture, civilisation and culture. 

However, it is the wealth of detailed
stonework that is quite remarkable. The
exteriorof the main prayer areas is faced
in cream Arabescato  and the outer colon-
ades with pale pinky grey Tajlilac  sand-
stone, the stone being imported from
India and cut, dressed and carved in
Muscat. Decorative stonework is carved in
geometric, floral and caligraphic designs,
becoming more elaborate towards the

interior of the complex, and there are fine
carved stone screens and inlaid stone
mosaics. Cut marble tiles are used for
intricate paving designs and are highly
polished to reflect the architecture.

Inside the main prayer hall (over
4,200m2),pale creamy Bianco P  with con-
trasting dark grey Bardiglio  marbles,
imported from Italy, are used on the walls
and arches. Superb marbleinlay, pietra
dura, ceramic work, mosaics and carv-
ings decorate the individual architectural
elements in both classical and modern
patterns from across the Arab and
Islamic worlds.

Although ostensibly more simple in
design, the interior of the ladies  prayer
hall is of polished pale pink
Banisiparapur  stone, decorated with
multicoloured marble inlays, panels and
carvings.

Travellers to Spain, Turkey, India,
North Africa and Central Asia, as well as
the Middle East, would be instantly famil-
iar with many of the styles of artwork -
Ottoman and Mughal for example. The
degree of craftsmanship is quite amaz-
ing. However, the rich combination of
different types of artwork, materials
and techniques work extremely well
together to produce an aesthetically
pleasing whole that outwardly appears
so elegantand simple.

The spectacular use of building
and decorative stone make a visit to

the Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque a mus
for all geologists visiting Muscat. T
the guide book, the mosque truly is 
marked tribute to the distinguished a
noble Islamic heritage .

Roger Dixon

The main prayer hall of the mosque showing the brilliant reflec
polished marble paving.

Left and right: 
Examples of cut and 
polished marble used 
externally; sunglasses give the
scale
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David Horsley looks at the ferocity of 
ignimbritic eruptions

The word ignimbrite is derived from the Latin
ignis  meaning fire and bris  meaning cloud i.e.
fiery cloud rock - a peculiarly apt name. To me the
fascination of rocks is that each one tells a story if
only one can decipher it. The story ignimbrites tell
is a cataclysmic one.

In his study of the Lake District Adam
Sedgwick recognised the deposits we now call ign-
imbrites as part of the volcanic succession, but they
were not described fully until the 1870s when
Clifton Ward, a brilliant geological surveyor who
suffered a tragically early death, became interested
in their origin. He and later workers referred to
them as streaky  rocks but the process of their for-
mation remained speculative until the early 1950s
when Hugh Battey remarked to Robin Oliver, a fel-
low New Zealander working in the Lake District,
that the mysterious streaky  rocks looked exactly
like the ignimbrites of New Zealand. Twenty years
earlier these latter rocks had been shown to be the
product of nuØes ardentes: glowing or fiery clouds. Oliver
researched Battey s suggestion and, still in his early thirties, must
surely have enjoyed publishing a paper which explained to the
British geological establishment the origin of the rocks, which had
been sitting under their noses, undeciphered, for over eighty
years! However, the news obviously spread rapidly since by 1954
the PGA records a field meeting led by Sydney Hollingworth,
assisted by Oliver, at which GA members were showing particular
interest in ignimbritic rocks . So what do ignimbrites look like and
how were they formed?

In hand specimen ignimbrites are usually light to dark grey
in colour, with a high silica content and low density. The celebrat-
ed streaks are indeed often present but are only obvious on
weathered (often cream-coloured) surfaces. They are known as
fiamme and result from blobs of molten or plastic pumice, which
have been squashed by the weight of material deposited on top of
them. They may subsequently have been further squeezed when
the whole deposit started to flow. Seen in plan view the streaks
are circular or oval patches. In fresh specimens the streaks and
circular patches are much harder to see; and in fact they are not
always present.

As always with volcanic processes there remain many buts
and ifs  and ands . But there is now a consensus that ignimbrites
are the result of a particular type of pyroclastic flow. The fiery
cloud  which gives rise to ignimbrites usually but not always, forms
when a column of gas and rock, ejected from a volcano, sudden-
ly collapses when the gas pressure at the vent can no longer sup-
port the column - which then collapses under gravity. This results
in one of the most destructive types of volcanism known to sci-
ence: a cloud of gas, rock fragments and ash tearing down a
mountain side, into valleys and over hills, frequently travelling tens
of kilometres and at speeds of up to l00 kph. Temperatures can be
in excess of 600oC.  Animals and vegetation are vapourised.

Like everyone else, geologists love to argue about defini-
tions. One current definition of ignimbrites in the UK is the prod-
uct of a dense, pumice-rich, pyroclastic flow . In the US this is
often simplified to the product of an ash flow tuff . But the sci-
entific definitions give no hint of the catastrophic nature of ign-
imbrite eruptions - or of their possible scale. Towards the end of
the Ordovician volcanism in the Lake District, a little over 450 mil-
lion years ago, ignimbrite sheets were spread over hundreds of
square kilometres by the super-volcano situated in what is now the
heart of the Lake District. This dwarfs modern eruptions. But there
are examples of eruptions in the geological record where the
spread seems to have covered areas almost comparable to the
size of Wales in one single colossal event. Fortunately for us,
events on this scale are very rare. There have been none in his-

toric times although the 1815 Tambora eruption, the la-
canic event in recent times, involved several massive 
flows. Some of the explosions could be heard 2,600 km 

Because of their variability I commend the study o-
imbrites to amateurs. If you get your eye in and with 
a geological map, they are not uncommon in certain are
see them you often have to climb. In the central Lake 
Crinkle Crags range is mainly formed of ignimbrites - 
does it drop below 2,500ft/760m. So an interest in ign
keeps you fit! Of course there are exceptions. Careful
old scientific papers and maps (the PGA can be useful)-
times reveal comments about an exposure such as ... r
tuff, streaky in places ...  which usually means ignim
2003, I visited an excellent small exposure of an igni
field near a farm which involved no climbing and proba
been visited by anyone except myself since a GA field 
the 1950s.

Another attraction for amateurs is that although t
growing agreement about many of the processes involved i
formation of ignimbrites, there is still room for specul
is also the question of whether a rock encountered in 
or is not an ignimbrite. The Stockdale Rhyolite, exami
Sedgwick 180 years ago, was recorded until the 1980s a
But following a paper by David Millward in 1985, some -
sider this to be an ignimbrite.

Of course the boundaries dividing different rock t
not precise or fixed. Thus it is not difficult to come-
fessionals at a field meeting discussing whether a par
is, say, a lava or a sill. I have always found such ex-
ulating, instructive and sometimes entertaining.

Occasionally when coming down the Band to Langdale

ROCKS FROM  
FIERY CLOUDS

Figure 1: (above) Ignimbrite terrain - summits of the Crink
range seen from the main summit - Lake District.

Figure 2
(right):
Sample of
weathered
ignimbrite
from
Dollywaggon
Pike, Lake
District.
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HERTFORDSHIRE 
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
VISITS HUNGARY

During a visit to Hungary members of the

Hertfordshire Geological Society floated on

their backs in the thermal baths at

Miskoilctapolca to study the geology of the

roof. Constructed in a network of caves,

the baths are tiled up to shoulder height

then nature takes over. The thermal

springs produce hot water at a rate of

72,000m3 a day. Most of this seemed to be

rushing through the caves and it was

impossible to swim against the flow.

Three post-graduate students from

the University of Debrecen, Katalin Szalai,

Richard McIntosh and LÆszlo Vincze organ-

ized our trip liaising with John Catt, Field

Secretary of the Hertfordshire Geological

Society. They selected the sites and

explained every detail of the complex geol-

ogy to us. All three spoke excellent English

so our ignorance of the language was not

a problem. Most Hungarians speak some

English and stocking up on supplies was

easy, as Tesco s have infiltrated most large

towns in Hungary.

The evening we arrived we had a

walking tour of the major sights in

Budapest, guided by Dr. Maria Koncz from

the Anglo-Hungarian Tourism Project. Next

day we began our geologyat KÆlvÆria Hill in

the Buda Hills where we saw the first of the

many disused quarries that have been

turned into excellent geological demonstra-

tion sites. The main feature here was the

unconformity between the Triassic

Dachstein and Jurassic pink and red lime-

stones. Such sites are a common feature of

the Hungarian country-side and usually

have a small indoor museum as well as

large specimens outdoors.

Thousands of specimens are beauti-

fully displayed in the Geological Institute of

Budapest. One of the many Secession style

buildings in Budapest, the outside is cream

with a roof of blue decorative tiles. Inside it

is equallyornate. Our guide was Peter Papp

who conducted us through the displays

that illustrate the geological history of

Hungary.

We followed that with a visit to

Holl k  a Unesco World Heritage Site in the

Pal c region of the CserhÆt Hills. It must

hold the world record for the number of

times it has been destroyed by marauding

armies but each time the inhabitants have

rebuilt it in the same style. It was almost

derelict in the 1960s before it was restored

yet again, and had a power supplylaid on.

The people breed cattle for a living and

keep alive traditional crafts such as wood-

carving, embroidery and doll making. The

young man who guided us around was

wearing traditional Pal c dress that con-

sisted of an embroidered waistcoat and a

silver fringed skirt over black trousers. The

nearby castle is built on an andesite dyke

intruded into Miocene sediments, with

extensive vineyards on slopes surrounding

the intrusion.

A second world heritage site in

Hungary is the Baradla Cave system in the

Aggtelek National Park, which had man

excellent karst features, including d

blind valleys and limestone pavements

The cave itself is 25 km long. We joi

one of the shorter tours and saw the m

spectacular stalagmites and stalactit

vast caverns, one used as a concert hall

seating hundreds of people.

Hundreds of Nine Spotted Moths su-

rounded us as we walked along the sho

of the LÆzbØrc Reservoir and through 

Uppony Pass cut in Palaeozoic limesto

FIELD MEETING IN HUNGARY

Smiling happy group from Hertfordshire enjoying their visit to H

Below: an olistolith of red radiol
a boudin produced by Cretaceous
deformation, Banya Hill Road cutti
Eger.



We looked with interest at the pol-
ished limestone on the outside of a bank
while our leaders learned about Hungarian
bureaucracy. We were there to change
money but this took three quarters of an
hour because of the bank s security sys-
tem - one at a time through an airlock.
Thirty seconds was all it took at Tesco s and
in Budapest a little man round the corner
from the hotel opened his exchange
bureau early in the morning; both of them
offered excellent rates.

We spent a few days beside Lake
Balaton staying in the Hotel Kastely on the
Tihany Peninsula. Built in 1926 as a sum-
mer palace for Archduke Joseph Habsburg,
it had the most magnificent staircase. All
right for sweeping down in a ball gown but
far too long for climbing up in geological
gear at the end of the day  was the opinion
of one member of our party. But we did
appreciate the mellifluous song of the gold-
en oriole in the wooded gardens and the
views of the lake from our rooms. Lake
Balaton was a surprise. A fairly young basin
formed by tectonic subsidence, it s 77 km
long by 11 km wide but mostly only 3 to 4
m deep. The Tihany Peninsula almost cuts
it in half by reducing it to just 1.5 km wide
but it does reach its maximum depth of
11m there. The Tihany Peninsula has an
Inner Lake and an Outer Lake in old vol-
canic craters that are 26 m and 116 m
above the level of Lake Balaton. They are
havens for wildlife and with the members
of other societies who had joined our trip
we had experts who could identify every
bird, insect and flower. Best of all were the
hummingbird hawk moths that buzzed
around the lavender in Tihany village.

The wine experts came to the fore
when tasting the iron flavoured mineral
water at the Theodora bottling factory then
during a tasting at a vineyard in Badacsony.
Seven or eight different wines came our
way in twenty minutes, which made for a
very jolly party.

The countryside itself was a real
bonus. Fields of sunflowers spread across
the plain with buzzards hovering overhead
and wild flowers edging the fields. One day
after a lunching on local dishes at a restau-
rant in a forest we were surrounded by
butterflies among them swallowtails, com-
mas and painted ladies.

We then moved to Lillaf red in the
B kk Mountains and settled into the Hotel
Palota, another ex-royal palace that was very
grand. At night we could hear thousands of
frogs croaking and see numerous fireflies and
bats. Next to the hotel was one of the narrow

17
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Above: Eocene over bauxite at Gant Mine, VØrtes Hills.

Above:  Tard Quarry, Pannonian (U. Miocene/ fluvial/coastal sedi
were made by bee-eaters, B kk.
Below: Katy, Lazlo, and Richard, with the geological map of Hung
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Another spectacular sight were the

welded Miocene rhyolite tuffs near

CserØpfalu, which form large conical pillars

known as hive rocks. The theory was that

the welded material was heated more

strongly and consequently became harder

than the surrounding material, which has

been eroded. Niches in the sides of the pil-

lars were perhaps used for beehives or cre-

mation urns.

The Ipolytarn c Site in the Ipoly

Valley rewarded us with the remains of a

fossil Miocene Sequoia tree that was being

used as a bridge over a stream when

Ferenc Kabinyi discovered it in 1836. He

estimated that it had been 63 m long as a

fossil and 96 m long in life. Now it s in yet

another excellent museum that also con-

tains in situ bedding planes with numerous

fossil footprints of animals such as rhino,

deer, lions, tigers and birds, ninety six

species in all.

The weather was hot and sunny and

there was always something to see, either

geological, archaeological or wildlife. All

three came together at Herend in the val-

ley of the River SØd just north of Lake

Balaton. For centuries an area where pot-

tery was made from local clay for domestic

use, it is now a world famous pottery

founded in 1826 by Vince Stingl. Since

1840 china clay has been imported and

made into high quality porcelain that was

purchased by the royal families of Europe.

The designs feature the butterflies, insects

and flowers that inhabit the SØd Valley. We

made a short tour admiring pieces that it is

hard to imagine are handmade. Some of

the larger pieces take over two hundred

hours to paint and some of the modern

Carnival figures cost £6000 each. But the

small pieces were affordable and one of

our group invested in a modest souvenir as

a reminder of a most enjoyable trip.

HUNGARY 

Above: Geyserite of Aranghoe with reddened vent material, Tihany

Right:
Eocene
marl, 
lignite, and
limestone,
Gant Mine
VØrtes Hills.

Above right: A rhyolite cone at
Cserepfalu.
Above left:Entrance to Baradla Cave,
Aggtelek Hills - Welterstein limestone.
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GEOLOGY IN IRELAND

Ireland s geologists get their act
together!

It s hands across the border for Ireland s professional and
amateur earth scientists, which is only natural considering that
they share an island which for its size is geologically one of the
most diverse and interesting in western Europe. Any anyway
landscapes don t recognise man-made boundaries!

Four years ago the professional earth sciences communi-
ty in Northern Ireland took the lead in forming an organisation
which they called ES2k  Earth Sciences 2000. The impact event
that kick-startedthe initiative was the shock closure by Queen s
University of its renowned Geology Department (the only one in
the province) but there had also been growing concern at a
falling off in Geology A-level teaching  and at a general lack of
awareness among the public and the media of the extent to
which the work of geologists underpins the economy  the if it
ain t dinosaurs it ain t interesting  syndrome. 

Starting with 60 founding members, no money and realis-
tically confining its activities to just the 12 northern counties of
Ireland, ES2k has grown to become the biggest earth sciences
organisation in the island. Its work has been made possible by
financial support from a wide range of organisations ranging
from the Geological Survey of Northern Ireland (and now also of
Ireland), the NI Environment and Heritage Service, ourselves
(through the Curry Fund) and the Geological Society, to the
Belfast Geologists  Society and the Belfast Naturalists  Field Club.

Following approaches last year from leading representa-
tives of the earth sciences community in the Republic, who saw
the ES2k model as being the best way to address their own
growing concerns, it has welcomed their future participation and
formally embarked on an expansion programme to cover the
whole island.

ES2k was established as a forum for those with an inter-
est, whether professional or amateur, in earth science, to be not
just a talking shop  but a force to enhance the image and stand-
ing of geology generally and to offer support for its teaching in
schools and universities.

It spreads its message, and conveys the excitement of
geology in Ireland, with two voices  its free, twice-yearly mag-
azine, also called ES2k, and a very attractively presented website
which currently attracts more than 1000 hits  every month. It s

worth a visit - www.habitas.org.uk/es2k
The ES2k magazine is edited by Tony Bazley, a for

director of GSNI, and has bright, richly illustrated p
and a wide-ranging mixture of informative features, pe
items, local geo-chat and campaigning issues. With the-
sion into southern Ireland the original print run of 2
being doubled and correspondents  are being recruited-
ply material from the Irish regions. 

The magazine is distributed, not just to mailing-l-
ents but to schools and colleges, museums and heritage
throughout Ireland. 

(Irish exiles  and indeed anyone in Great Britai
interest in the Irish geology scene will also be welco
be put onto the mailing list by E-mail to the editor -
ley@csma-netlink.co.uk - his address is 24 Ballymacree
Killinchy, Co Down, BT23 6RP).

While creating a niche for itself that carefully -
cating the activities of other existing organisations,
associate, the vibrant Belfast Geologists  Society -  
way, is celebrating its Golden Jubilee this year -  ES-
tively established itself as a lobbying, in fact campa
in matters where the voice of geological expertise and
needs to be heard (an example being public access to t
Causeway coastal path).

It does not run field trips or lecture series for
but it does, for instance, run workshops and field tri-
ers. In fact a third of ES2k membership are teachers.
Information packs for those who want to teach are bein-
pared and hopefully more comprehensive qualification c
will be offered. 

ES2k has proved itself an object lesson in effect

David Falvey, Director of the British Geological Surve
ES2k prizes to the top A-Level students in Northern Ir
pictured are Karen Parks (Methodist College), Peter Cr
(Ulster Museum, partly hidden), Garth Earls (Director,
Survey of N.Ireland), William Lynn (Foyle and Londonde
College) and John Arthurs (Chairman, ES2k).

Left: Cover of ES2k magazine, Issue 8, which features -
monds, ground-penetrating radar, a job profile and Arc
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GEOLOGY IN IRELAND

THE NORTH IRISH
COAST

If the GA were to hold a competition to find the
best part of Britain or Ireland to go on a field trip,
which place would you vote for?  Maybe you would
choose the Dorset Coast, or perhaps Yorkshire, North
Wales, the Lake District or the West Highlands of
Scotland.  They are wonderful places, but, for myself,
the North Irish Coast would be a clear winner.  I would
be in great company and I know those of you who live
here or have visited would agree.

The GA would need to have some criteria to
judge the competition.  Perhaps the following would be
appropriate:

1.  Wonderful geology, easily understood.  The
rock formations in the northern part of Ireland are very
distinctive in colour and form and so the relationships
between bodies of rock are beautifully displayed.
Large numbers of Victorians came in boats and chara-
bancs to County Antrim to contemplate the strange
geometrical columns of the Giant s Causeway (now a
UNESCO World Heritage Site), to wander around the
layered lava flows and to join in the heateddebates
about the Earth s origin in the then new science of
geology.  Elsewhere in the Antrim sea cliffs the white
Cretaceous Chalk layer contrasts strongly with the red
of the Trias Sandstone below and the black and brown
of the Tertiary basalt above.  In Donegal from the
1950s onwards, generations of university students
became fascinated with the complexity of the exposed
roots of the Caledonian Mountains and fell in love with
the wild landscapes of Donegal.  In the rugged glaciat-
ed hills the hard Donegal Granite and the Crana
Quartzite stand proud of the surrounding Dalradian
schists. This is undoubtedly one of the best places in
the world to learn geology, no matter what level of pro-
ficiency a visitor has or has not already attained.  To
help you along, a great new crop of guides and maps
has recently been published.

2.  A great deal to see and do in a small area.
The distance from Belfast to Bloody Foreland, the far-
thest northwest point of Donegal, is only 105 miles
(175 km) which is about the same as that from London
to Gloucester, although it takes a good deal longer,
both in driving hours and in geological time.  The strati-
graphic range extends upwards from the 600my
Dalradian plutonic basement (which can be co-related
with those in Argyll only 11 miles away across the
North Channel) to the Quaternary tills, sands, peat
bogs and raised beaches.  The Ordovician and Silurian
greywackes and graptolitic slates of north County
Down are shown to be the equivalents of those in the
Southern Uplands of Scotland.  In the Antrim Coast we

Right: Whitepark Bay, Co. Antrim  -  Palaeogene
basalt lava flows down-faulted against the Ulster
White Limestone (Cretaceous).   Quaternary
landslips and sand dunes provide the base for a
machair habitat and one of the earliest archaeo-
logical sites in Ireland.  The beautiful white sand
beach rarely has more than a handful of visitors.

Above: Horn Head, Co. Donegal  -  A natural arch in Dalr
quartzites.  Horn Head has some of the most dramatic cli
in Ireland in any weather (Photo courtesy of J.W.D. Semp

Above:  Rosguill Peninsula, Co. Donegal - chevron folds 
of Dalradian marbles.  A sequence of calcareous and peli
in the foreground.  Horn Head in the distance is on the 
the sheltered bay of Sheep Haven (Photo courtesy J.W.D. 



GEOLOGY IN IRELAND
3.  Beautiful Scenery. The love of geology covers a lot more

than simply looking at the rocks beneath our feet.  Landscape is

structured and there is great joy to be had in its analysis and

appreciation. Ireland is nowhere as grand as the Highlands nor is

it as pretty as the South Coast of England, but it is uniquely beau-

tiful and still largely unspoiled.  Literature tells us that the view of

the wild and rocky shores has been givingpeople misty eyes since

earliest times.  They still do, although hardier souls will say it s

only the sea-spray.

4.  Loads of Character.Learning is really about being fasci-

nated.  Some of my fondest memories of field trips are not only

about the geologyand landscape, but also about the culture

area and conversation with local people.  At the end o

the field for those whose tastes are intellectual, the

of the greatest literature in the world is easy to com

people like me, a pint of stout in a friendly old pub,-

ries and a fiddle tune will do just fine.

Next month, a GA field trip to the North Irish Coa

held from 19th to 25th July 2004.  Hopefully we will h

Spaniard Rock and Chimney Tops, Lacada Point,
Causeway Coast  -  Spectacular cliffs of Lower
Basalt separated from  the columnar Tholeiitic
Basalt by the Interbasaltic Formation, a
Palaeogene laterite.  The point is the wreck site
of La Girona, a Spanish Armada galleass, in
1588.

Above: Fair head, Co. Antrim  - One of the most famous
headlands, Fair Head is Palaeogene dolerite sill withi
Ballycastle Coalfield (VisØan-Namurian age).  The Mull
Argyll, Scotland, is only 15 miles across the North Ch
background  (Photo courtesy of J.W.D. Semple)

Whether or not you have enjoyed the lecture or the field trip you will sur

THE WINELANDS OF BRITAIN: PAST, PRESENT & PROSPECTIVE
by

Professor Dick Selley
Full description on www.winelandsofbritain.co.uk

DETAILS: Selley, R. C. 2004. The Winelands of Britain: Past, Present & Prospective.Published by
Petravin.co.uk P.O. Box 425, Dorking, Surrey RH5 4WA.  ISBN 0-9547419-0-0. Paper
pages. Colour frontispiece.  47 b&w figures. 9 tables. £10.00

South-north cross section from the Weald to the London basin showing how geology, in shaping th-
trolled the 

location of vineyards on well-drained sunny south-facing slopes.

TO ORDER:  Copies may be ordered by post from the publisher at the above address
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GA GUIDESGA GUIDES

PEVERIL AND THE PEAK

When did you last get your hands on
and read Walter Scott s novel Peveril of the
Peak (1832)? Who was or what is Peveril
and where is the Peak ? In fact in the novel
Peveril was Sir Geoffrey Peveril, a
Derbyshire gentleman and Royalist in the
reign of Charles II and was almost certain-
ly named by Scott after Peveril Castle locat-
ed at Castleton at the northeastern end of
the Peak District. Whether Scott actuallyvis-
ited Castleton for inspiration is unclear but
what is clear is that anyone needing inspi-
ration from natural history should head
immediately for this scenically delightful
and fascinating village and its surrounds.
Well, what is it that makes this locality at
the extreme end of the White Peak  where
it abuts the Dark Peak  so special ? Is it the
scenery itself? The answer is almost cer-
tainly yes, but it is the various components
of the scenery which make it endlessly fas-
cinating to anyone in the least interested in
fossiliferous Lower Carboniferous
(Dinantian) limestones, karstic morpholo-
gy, dry gorges, caves, potholes, basaltic
lava flows, oil seepages and mineral work-
ings. Moreover, the Upper Carboniferous
(Namurian) Dark Peak  grits and shales
overriding and overlooking the limestones,
and marvellous walking country, extend the
general interest in exhibiting landslipping,
such as at the Shivering Mountain  (Main
Tor), on a scale rarely seen in inland

Britain.
All this is a preamble to saying that

for a limited period the G.A. Field Guide No.
56 The Castleton Area, Derbyshire is being
offered at an incredibly low price.

The author of the guide, Trevor Ford
of Leicester University, is recognized as the
doyen of Peak District earth scientists and
the work distils the fruits of his vast knowl-
edge accumulated over many years as a
field geologist and caver. The clear and
informative illustrations (photographs,
maps and diagrams) illuminate the geology
and geomorphology of the area and are
capped by 4 excellent itineraries suitable
for all ages. There are so many outstand-
ing aspects of the area described in these
itineraries that it is invidious trying to select
what will appeal to a visitor. Take the four
renowned tourist caves  the Peak Cavern
beneath Peveril Castle and with an
entrance 20m high and 33m broad is the
largest natural cavern entrance in Britain
and was once occupied by rope-makers;
the most popular Speedwell Cavern with its
so-called Bottomless Pit reached by boat
along the 900m Grand Canal; Treak Cliff
Cavern exhibiting thousands of stalactites
and stalagmites and with voids and veins
lined with the unique blue/purple/white
banded Blue John varieties of fluorspar (of
which there are said to be 14 all told at
Castleton); and the famous Blue John
Caverns. The Blue John was discovered,
probably by accident, some 2000 years ago
by the Romans. There are numerous refer-

ences to it in the Roman literature. 
the Elder (A.D. 23-79) referred to a 
Myrrhene  made of it. There is little 
that the Romans highly prized such an
two vases were found during the excav-
tions of Pompeii. Of the craftsmen wh
have used Blue John over the years th
most famous is Robert Adam who incorp-
rated it into tables and mantlepieces 
preserved in many stately homes.

Then there are the mining aspects
the area commonly associated with the
cavern systems and generally expresse
traceable near vertical, fault-contro
veins (rakes) from which, over the ce-
turies and probably again from Roman
times have yielded lead, fluorspar, b
calcite and a little zinc. The Odin M
its visible industrial archaeological -
trements is a prime example well wort
inspecting.

For those of a more geomorphologi-
cal frame of mind the karstic scenery 
Carboniferous Limestone outcrops tra-
versed by the itineraries is a joy to 
again probably typically exemplified 
Cavedale and The Winnats Pass, althou
the origin of the latter remains a my
It was once suggested as being caused 
the unroofing and collapse of a serie
connected underground caverns. Others
have suggested it represents sea-floo-
sion of lime deposits laid down on th
of a deep basin during late Lower
Carboniferous times. It is along The
Winnats that important aspects of the
Lower Carboniferous depositional hist
can be deduced simply by walking up t
Pass and looking at the frequent expo-
sures. Beach Beds  rich in abraded b-
chiopod valves and outwards steeply d-
ping fossiliferous apron reef limesto
pass into massively bedded gently dipp
limestones carrying algal reef-like b
In the 1940-1950 s the relationships
between these various facies of the b
was a cause of much controversy.

Finally, in this brief selection -

esting phenomena visited by using thi

guide, mention needs to be made of Wi

Knoll cave and quarry, located near t

head of The Winnats. The cave has yie

thousands of Late Pleistocene mammali

bones, now in several museums, but wh

is still visible in the face of the r-

stones is a sticky yellowish-brown oo

in about 30 bituminous constituents, 

collectively known as elaterite. They 

be the residue of a former oil reserv

hydrocarbons altered by mineralising 

once trapped beneath the overlying cov

of Edale Shales now located nearby.

A view of the Winnats Pass
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The Longest Days

As the 60th anniversary of the D-Day Landings in Normandy on the

6th June 1944 comes to an end and the few remaining veterans and

their families commemorate that event, probably for the last time,

we need to remind ourselves that over a period of a few days the

1st US Army losses were 24,162 men killed and the 2nd British

Army, which included Canadians, lost 13,572 men killed. Dozens of

books and films, such as The Longest Day, Saving Private Ryan and

Band of Brothers paint with varying degrees of accuracy the horrors

of the conflict where confusion and chaos were rife against an

enemy superior in armament and fighting a defensive battle with

great tenacity. So, those of us of a younger generation tend to be

influenced by what we have read or seen on film and in doing so

unwittingly absorb only part of the D-Day story. In fact we miss out

on a crucial part. One of the most significant aspects of the selec-

tion of the Normandy coast instead of the Pas de Calais coast was

its geology and geomorphology. (Fortunately for the Allies, Hitler

had a firm belief that the main landings would be near Calais, the

Normandy landings being a feint). So, if you want to appreciate the

full story and the rationale behind the selection of the Normandy

beaches for the invasion there is nothing better, more easily or

cheaply available on the British market than GA Guide No. 64

Geology of the D-Day Landings in Normandy, 1944 by E.P.F. Rose

and C. Pareyn. Even if you have no immediate desire to visit the

area the guide gives you a sound and informative background into

the true and essential logistics of such a large scale operation.

GEOLOGISTS  ASSOCIATION GUIDES

All the following guides are available in 
person or by post from the Geologists
Association Office at Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London W1J 0DU.
All the prices shown include post and 
packing (Overseas add £1).
At £13.00 (GA Members) £17.00 (Non-members)
2 The Lake District (1990) 22 Dorset Coast (1993)
At £11.00 (GA Members) £15.00 (Non-members)
7  Manchester Area (1991) 26 The Peak District
(1999)
27 South Shropshire (2002) 32 Isle of Arran (2000)
34 Yorkshire Coast (2000)
47 Coastal Landforms of West Dorset (1992)
44 Late Precambrian, Scottish Highlands & Islands (1991)
46 Isle of Man (1993)  
50 Southern Cyprus (1994)           51 The Island of Bute (1995)
52 Iceland (1994) 54 Aberystwyth District (1995)
55 Early Cretaceous Environments of the Weald (1996)
56 Castleton Area, Derbyshire (2000)
57 The Chalk of Sussex and Kent (1991)
59 The Geology of Hadrian s Wall (1997)
60 The Isle of Wight (1998)
61 Geology of the Western Front 1914-1918 (1998)
63 Geology of the East Midlands (2003)(8.50 and 11.00)
64 D-Day Landings (2003)
At £6.00 (GA Members) £7.00 (Non-members)
19 West Cornwall (1994)41 Jersey (2003)
42 Mallorca (1990)   43 Costa Blanca (1990)
62 Lanzarote (2000)
At £5.00 and £6.00 53 Eastern and Central Jamaica (1995)
At £4.00 (GA Members) £5.00 (Non-members)
10 North Cornwall, Bude to Tintagel (1998)
39 The Lleyn Peninsula (1995)       40 Anglesey (1994)
45 Onny Valley (1992)
48 Ercall Quarries (1994)  58 SaIthill Quarry (1997) 
At £2.00, £3.00  38 Plymouth (1978) 5 Silurian Inliers (1962) 

William Smith Geological Map (1815)
- Reproduced
British Geological Survey
Publications.  £15.00

The geological map is the single most fundamental 
means of data recording and display within the geologi
probably being unique in its widespread use across the
being used as much by groups as disparate in interest -
tologists and geophysicists. Although it is easy to ta
of a geological map for granted, its original developm
means of information recording and display must have o
required a great leap of imagination. After all, a geo
more than a simple two dimensional entity as with a to
or route map; instead it is a partly three dimensional
what can be seen on the surface (as in the case of roc
or interpreted as forming the subsurface (as in the mo
case of rocks being obscured by soil and vegetation). 
further complicated by the need to use surface feature
topography and soil colour, to interpret the subsurfac
gets really clever, of course, is that the mapped imme-
face may be used to predict what lies at greater depth-
ing a truly three dimensional picture of the geology t
The geological map in the format that we know it now m
be one of the most enduring forms of presentation in s
changed for over the best part of 200 years. This fact-
cally shown on this map reproduction. The story behind-
ation of William Smith’s geological maps is well known
is little point in my repeating the history of the map
of intrigue, financial loss and plagiarism apart, I pe
that the most dramatic feature of the map reproduced h
extreme similarity with modern geological maps. Althou-
ber of versions of the geological map of Britain were 
Smith over the years, they all share a similar ’core a
remains to this day the most accurate. This is centred
south-central England, especially the area of the Cots
This is no mistake; this region was very familiar to S
also one of the first areas in the world to be systema
geologically (a fact which can probably be put down to-
all geology, abundant fossils and a close proximity to
from the well known ’core’ the map gets less and less 
recent successors, but as anyone who has done fieldwor
Cornwall, central Wales or southern Scotland will know
surprise that these areas were less well understood.

Although I have largely concentrated on this map a-
tific publication, it can now be regarded as supersede
other than its historical and, probably more important
values. No one will be likely to be using this map to -
work, but it does look very good on the wall. As a pur
piece it looks strangely modern - the colours and shap-
sented make this an attractive print even if the conte
and I would probably go as far as to say that is the w
appreciated.

This is not the first time that a reproduction of 
Smith’s maps has been produced in poster form; the Liv
Geological Society produced a copy of an edition in Li
time ago, whilst other, smaller, reproductions have be
different times. This is however, a particularly good 
very clear reproduction of the lines and, as far as I 
reproduction of the colours. It is on good quality pap
be likely to last well as a wall-mounted poster. I do,
one problem with the map (although this is nothing the
have foreseen) in that I do not have a large enough cl
space to hang it, and I think asking my wife to move a-
ture may be a step too far.

Charlie Underwood
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